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LETTERS AND ARTICLES FOR PUBLISHING
Before any letter or article can be printed, the Management
Committee for the Roundabout must have the writer’s full
address and contact details. Only the author’s name may be
published. Anonymous articles or those with just pseudonyms
will not be published.
COPYRIGHT

All Roundabout material is copyright. Items may be
reproduced provided that the source is acknowledged
and the author’s permission obtained.
EDITORIAL RIGHTS

The articles, letters and advertisements appearing in this
magazine do not necessarily represent the opinion of the
Management Committee for the Roundabout or their
helpers, or the committees that they represent. Whilst
every endeavour is made to print the truth, the
Management Committee for the Roundabout can
accept no responsibility for any printed article or
advertisement printed herein. The responsibility for each
article or advertisement remains with the group, or
person, or persons who submitted them for publication.
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As with all newspapers and magazines, we reserve the
right to edit where necessary. This is to protect
ourselves and you, the contributor, from any action that
could be taken, and to keep the tone of our publication
high. Editing is done by the Roundabout production
team. All political adverts will be reviewed by the Editorial
Committee. Advertisers should be aware that the liability
of the Roundabout Management Committee for any
errors of omission or commission is limited to the refund
of any money which the advertiser may have paid for the
appearance of the offending advertisement in any issue
of the Roundabout
ADVERTISING ARTWORK AND/OR ARTICLES

We prefer to have artwork and articles submitted
electronically wherever possible. to
theroundabout.editorial@gmail.com. Including
the word ‘copy’ somewhere in the subject line ensures
that your material goes into the current copy folder and
avoids accidental loss. It also helps to have contact
details for invoicing and to handle any problems that
may arise. Common formats including *.docx, *.pdf ,
*.jpg and *.png files are favoured.
POSTAL SUBSCRIPTION

The Roundabout is delivered door-to-door, free of
charge by volunteers in the immediate Laingholm,
Parau, Cornwallis and Huia areas. We are happy to mail
copies outside the free delivery area at a cost of $30 for
ten issues (March to December). However, the latest
issues can be found at <theroundabout.org.nz>

OUR NEXT ISSUE
MONTHLY ADVERTISING RATES AND SIZES
FULL PAGE (180 x 267 mm)

$91

HALF PAGE (180 x 132 mm)

$47

THIRD PAGE Tall or wide(180 x 88 mm)

$36

QUARTER PAGE (89 x 132 mm)

$29

COVER ADVERT (89 x 54 mm)

$27

SIXTH PAGE (89 x 88 mm)

$23

CLASSIFIED (Up to five lines)

$10

CLASSIFIED (Each additional line)

$2
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The next publication date is 1st July 2020
The deadline for ALL copy is Monday
22nd June

PAYMENT
Invoices for advertisements appearing in the
Roundabout will be sent monthly by the
Roundabout Society. They may be paid via
internet banking to:
Kiwibank Account No. 38-9017-0529446-00
P r om pt pay m en t is alway s a p p r e ci a t e d
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Gidday fishos, at this point in time we are still languishing in Level 2 lock-down but at last fishing
freedom. We can now wander the harbour and beyond in our 'motorised vehicles'.
Set sail on day one of level two convinced the fish would be ravenous seeing they had not been fed for
all those weeks. Blew off a tank of gas chasing elusive fish all over the harbour and ended up with two
mediocre snapper all day. But oh! The joy of the wind whistling in the nostrils and blowing my stocking
tops off.
Ed: Whatever turns you on, Winnie!
Was yarning with an old fisho recently who likes to get on about the good old days when everything
was measured in sugar sacks and kerosene tins. Anyhow he has all these memories of catching huge
snapper anywhere in the harbour at any time of the tide and that there was such an abundance of fish
that everyone was trying to give it to each other. Stories like these fair make your eyes water don't they?
But I think most fishos like a bit of a challenge and wouldn't it just get a bit monotonous sitting there
pulling in fish after fish. Besides which how could a dedicated fisho justify staying out all day if they'd
got their quota of fish in an hour.
Harbour fishing has been a bit hit and miss at level two. A mate of mine who likes to fish the
confluence (where two channels meet) of the Waiuku and Papakura channels came home with a good
catch of huge kahawai , snapper and respectable gurnard but said the tide is vicious there so big sinkers
are needed. He reckons the big tide movement shifts the bottom around and stirs up the crabs etc.
giving a good feeding ground for fish. Went up the Purakau last trip out with no expectations as it was
an outgoing tide but bagged half a dozen nice gurnard, some big kahawai and snapper – biggest 46cm.
Ok, I know the big boys who go over the bar would say that's chicken feed but it made a little old lady
very happy. There's a hell of a lot of sea grass around right now, floating on the water and banked up on
the beach. It was like the Sargasso Sea out there and it's a flaming nuisance as it builds up on the lines
and takes them out.
Fishing over the bar I'm told has been hard work and they have to go out at least 60 metres to get a
catch (you can nearly see the Sydney Opera House at that distance!) Set a net recently: First time for
yonks but have to go 3km up to Shirley Point because of the net ban and all the Maui dolphins in the
harbour. (I wonder how the dolphins know to turn back when they reach Shirley Point?) Anyhow it's a
risky business setting up there because often it's calm down here but rough when you get up there. All
sorts of mayhem happens to nets with stingrays, sharks, seaweed, anchors stuck in the deep mud and
worst of all two legged predators who pull the net up over the rocks, steal the fish and tear the net to
pieces dragging it over the oyster shells. However a dedicated desire to catch mullet makes a
determined net-setter weather these problems and yah!!, this time a good haul of mullet, not much
weed and no by-catch —– enough for smoking and bait and believe me you haven't lived until you've
tasted smoked mullet straight from the smoke house. Was yarning with a commercial fella out there the
other day and he said there's no shortage of mullet in the harbour so why is mullet $14.95 a kilo in the
supermarket. Could it be they are just cashing in on the level 2 fishing frenzy?
Ok, that's enough irrelevant chit chat, joke time:
Fella said to his mate, our swimming trainer was tough. He used to throw us out at the end of the wharf
and while swimming to shore wasn't too bad getting out of the bag was the hard part.
To err is human but to really stuff things up requires a computer.
Woman said to her friend there are three kinds of men, handsome, caring and the majority.
Fisho to his mate: My wife is a woman of few words and they're all unprintable.
Ok fishos, that's all for now. Roll on level one,
-8-
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Cheers - Winnie.

Here at Green Bay Barbers we want to
serve the community and the wider
West Auckland catchment.
So next time pop into Green Bay Barbers
for a haircut for the whole family:

Mum and Dad, Girls and Boys

OUR HOURS ARE:
Monday closed
Tuesday to Friday: 9.30 am to 5.30 pm
Late night Wednesday: 9.30 am to 7pm
Late Night Thursday 9.30 am to 7pm
Saturdays: 9.00 am to 5 pm

PHONE 09 827 6526
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Greenbaybarbers@facebook.com

We are a family centred surgery offering
a full range of general practice services
for you and your family.

Open 8.00 am to 6.00 pm
Weekdays
Church Titirangi
Medical
Centre
Post
Office
WE ARE

HERE
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Titirangi
Village

Well, that was another month to remember!
As I write this, we are still at level 2 in our collective bid to defeat COVID-19. However, there is every
indication that we will be going to level one (or even level zero?) by the time that you read this. The schools
are back, restaurants and bars are opening (where they can handle social distancing). And we have been
able to extend our bubble-size from one or two to ten and on to 100. That’s pretty good going when we
look at what is happening in Europe and North America. And there is an uneasy feeling that India, Bangla
Desh, Pakistan and much of Africa have yet to reach their maximum confirmed cases or, and more
ominously, daily deaths.
Currently, Russia is confirming more and more cases although its death rate is much lower than most of
Europe, especially when taking account of the difference in population size. The same cannot be said for the
US or the UK. However, for
Australia and New Zealand, we
may not be yet out of the wood,
but the trees are getting thinner!
You may be less happy to know
that although we only have one
person
in
hospital,
the
Waitemata DHB has had the
highest number of active cases.
But they also have had the
highest number of recoveries of
any District Health Board.
For the whole country, our first
cases were confirmed in midMarch and the number increased
each day until early April. By
early May, several days had no
confirmations
of
COVID-19
infections. And by the end of
May it rather looks as if the
‘pandemic’ has declined in NZ to
allow a gradual reduction in
restrictions.
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Looking back, it seems that, in New Zealand,
all age groups were affected with the
greatest number being in their twenties.
Deaths were limited to the over sixties but,
overall, we have had a recovery rate in
excess of 98% of confirmed cases for which
we really do owe a great debt of thanks to
our doctors, nurses and care-givers. While, as
in other countries, the retirement homes
were apparently ill-prepared for what their
staff and residents had to face, we can also
give ourselves a hug and a pat on the back
for our sustained social-distancing and sense
of responsibility.
It appears that women were very slightly
more likely to be diagnosed with a COVID19 infection than men in New Zealand but
the statistical difference does not appear to
be significant.
Similarly, ethnicity seems to have had little
effect when the make-up of our population
is taken into account. Thus, Europeans at
70.2% of the population comprised 71% of
the confirmed cases, Asians as 15% of the
population contributed 13% of the
confirmed cases. However, Maori and Pacific
Peoples who together comprise 24.6% of the
New Zealand population contributed less
than 14% of the confirmed cases. Again,
because of the small population of New
Zealand and the relatively small number of
confirmed cases, it is difficult to assert that
Maori and Pacific people had any extra
immunity to the disease. But the figures may
indicate that they had no particular
vulnerability to the COVID-19 virus either.
In total, over 260,000 New Zealanders have
been tested for COVID-19 which is about 5%
of our population. While it would have been
satisfying to have everyone tested, available
equipment, manpower and laboratory
resources had to be allocated in such a way
that the vulnerable groups were given a
higher priority. But this also means that an
unknown number of people have had the
virus and recovered. That would, of course,
further increase our overall recovery
percentage! (All the above information was
taken from published Ministry of Health data.)
- 11 -
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Money Matters
We are experiencing strange times – the like of
which none of us have ever seen before. Some
older folk may remember when schools were
closed because of a polio epidemic in the late
1940s – but Covid-19, with its world-wide
impact, has been something else entirely. Being
able to share information around the world
almost instantaneously has had advantages –
and disadvantages – as we learn of the grim
statistics, “cures”, control measures, the economic
impact and so on. New Zealand has been hailed
as a world leader in the fight against this disease.
And so we start to come out of the Covid-19
tunnel to find out what has changed and what
hasn’t changed. Many people have lost their jobs
and unemployment will be at a rate not seen
since the 1930s. Businesses are struggling and
some have already closed. Even the news media
has struggled as advertising revenue has dried
up. Here at The Roundabout we have been able
to continue because of the foresight of members
of the management committee who, at the
beginning of last year, decided to create a web-

site and put our magazine on-line – which is free
to access. No pay-wall for us!! This means that
our publishing costs for the lockdown editions
have been practically zero. However, there are
kind, loyal advertisers who have continued to pay
us. As the dear departed Audrey White used to
say, “Consider yourselves hugged.”
We do still have fixed costs (like insurances and
accounting fees) so these funds will be put to
good use.
In the meantime, as we emerge from our bubbles
and ponder how to get NZ moving again, let us
remember those loyal Roundabout advertisers
and endeavour to support them. Those of us
who still have jobs and those of us on
Superannuation + winter energy payment (Aren’t
we spoiled?!) – let’s give ourselves permission to
“splash the cash” and help the New Zealand
economy, whether that be through domestic
travel, doing long deferred maintenance on the
house, dining out or whatever. Every little bit will
help.

Doreen Sunman

Do you want to meet other people who do?
Join us at the Western Road Reserve
(12A Western Road, just up from the playground)
th
on Sunday 7 June @ 1p.m.
Stream testing
Planting information
Weed control
Treasure Hunt for the little ones

Refreshments supported by a Waitakere
Neighbours Day Grant.
Bring your children, your gumboots, and your
curiosity.

Check the Wai Ora and Laingholm Community Facebook Pages for updates and wet weather plans
- 12 -
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Mainly Music has decided to
be cautious and not have face
to face group sessions,
usually held at the Church,
until start of term 3. Check
Laingholm Mainly Music
Facebook page for online
activities and updates

Doreen Sunman
Independent Distributor

QUALITY

PRODUCTS

PHONE 817 6486
PHONE 817 6486
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https://covid19.govt.nz

As of midnight, Wednesday, 13th May, (and updated on Friday 29th May)
Alert Level 2 was implemented throughout New Zealand.

Alert Level 2 – Reduce
The disease is contained, but the risk of community transmission remains.

The Golden Rules for life at Alert Level 2
1. People can reconnect with friends and family, and socialise in groups of up to 100,
go shopping, or travel domestically, if following public health guidance.
2. Keep physical distancing of two metres from people you don’t know when out in
public or in retail stores. Keep one metre physical distancing in controlled
environments like workplaces, where practicable.
3. Businesses can open to the public if following public health guidance including
physical distancing and record keeping. Alternative ways of working are
encouraged where possible.
4. Hospitality businesses must keep groups of customers separated, seated, and
served by a single person. Maximum of 100 people at a time.
5. Sport and recreation activities are allowed, subject to conditions on gatherings,
record keeping, and – where practical – physical distancing.
6. Public venues such as museums, libraries and pools can open if they comply with
public health measures and ensure 1 metre physical distancing and record keeping.
7. Event facilities, including cinemas, stadiums, concert venues and casinos have a
limit of 100 customers in each workplace at any time, with 1 metre physical
distancing and record keeping.
8. Health and disability care services operate as normally as possible.
9. It is safe to send your children to schools, early learning services and tertiary
education. There will be appropriate measures in place.
10. People at higher-risk of severe illness from COVID-19 (e.g. those with underlying
medical conditions, especially if not well-controlled, and seniors) are encouraged to
take additional precautions when leaving home. They may work, if they agree with
their employer that they can do so safely.

As of 27th May, the World Health Organisation has recorded a total of 343,514 COVID-19 related
deaths. (This is about 0.004% of the planet’s human population). But, each day, the total number of
deaths still keeps growing by up to 500 people.
Here in New Zealand, 21 people have died with the COVID-19 virus as a major contributory cause.
This is just 0.00044% of our human population. It would have been significantly greater if we had not
implemented Level 4. Our timely action plus our health facilities and caring personnel, means that we
continue to achieve recovery rates of better than 98% of our total confirmed cases.

Michael Allen
- 16 -
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811 8692, 021 301 575
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ST
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ISING!

Your company, big or small, could be
advertised in ‘The Roundabout’.
For as little as $23 a month we will carry
your message into 1900 households
between Titirangi and Whatipu.
See page 4 for details or contact
our advertising manager at
<advs@theroundabout.org.nz>
The Roundabout Volume 55/4 June 2020
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To our Advertisers:
Dear Advertiser,
We hope that you have not been too badly affected by the Covid 19 restrictions and that things can safely
return to some normality in the not too distant future.
Sadly, once again we are unable to print or collate paper copies of The Roundabout for the June issue,
even under Alert Level 2 conditions.
As for the April and May editions, we will publish the June issue on The Roundabout website
<theroundabout.org.nz>, including your advertisement, at no charge. It would be great if you could let
your customers and acquaintances in the area know that this is happening.
Some of our lovely clients have offered to pay for their advertisements, for which we are extremely
grateful, and invoices were supplied for those who did so. Please let me know if you would like an invoice.
Stay safe and Bubbly.
Fingers crossed for next month.
Regards,
Keith
Roundabout Advertising.

To our Readers:
Several of the advertisements presented in the June edition of the Roundabout and notification of
meetings, walks etc. may no longer be quite correct. Should you require further information, we
recommend that you confirm details, by phone or the internet, with the advertisers or organisers.
We at the Roundabout, are complying with the request for limited contact between people, by not
publishing a printed copy of the Roundabout this month. We are so very grateful to all those
volunteers who assemble and distribute the printed Roundabout each month and their continued
good health is, of course, of paramount importance to us. We are a caring community and we
generally endeavour to ensure that no one is isolated or ignored. At this time, more than ever, it is
vital that we keep contact with each other, but it must be in a way that endangers no one’s health.
If you are reading this, you know that the Roundabout is also regularly published on our web-page.
:<theroundabout.org.nz> . We ask you to let your friends and neighbours with whom you are in
contact, know of this link. We are a strong community and we are coming through this difficult time.
If you have any ideas on how our ties can be further strengthened, let us know by sending them to
<roundabout.editorial@gmail.com>. Or phone 817 4658 and leave a message.
We will get back to you.
Michael (Roundabout Coordinator}

- 18 -
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The Advertisers you see in the
Roundabout each month keep
the Roundabout going.
It’s a community effort: The services of
the 50 or so volunteers who write the
articles, composite the Roundabout, print
it, compile it and distribute it, are vital.
But when you want the services of a
trades-person, or the supply of
goods and materials, please use our
advertisers
This could be vital post-COVID-19!
And let them know where you saw
their advertisement.
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Please remember to wash your hands for 20 seconds, avoid close physical contact outside
your bubble, and be kind to each other as we get through this challenging time together

The Roundabout Volume 55/4 June 2020
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Laingholm Beach Takeaway

Laingholm Beach Store : 8172528
- 23 -
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So you got through!!!!!!! THIS time! What about the next thing! Covid 19 related restrictions, job cuts, financial
pressures, Water levels almost at record low levels, winter coming, storms, power cuts, slips, Wellington
earthquakes felt in Auckland!
Get your household ready
It’s up to you to make sure your family, and the people you care about, know what to do and that you all have
what you need to get through on your own. Follow these easy steps to get your household ready.
Make a plan with your family/flatmates/friends to get through an emergency. Think about the things you need
every day and work out what you would do if you didn’t have them.
See end of article for links to plan templates etc.
Who is this plan for?
Household members ………………….
Does anyone have special requirements?
Will anyone in your household need assistance to evacuate, or while stuck at home during an emergency? Does
anyone rely on mobility or medical devices or other special equipment? Does anyone rely on prescription medicine?
Do they have supplies to last three days or more or alternatives if power is not available?
Any babies or young children?
Do you have nappies, formula, etc. to last three days or more if shops and roads are closed?
Do you have supplies in a grab bag in case you need to leave in a hurry as well?
Any pets?
Your animals are your responsibility, so make sure you include them in your emergency planning.
Do you have food and water to last three days or more? Do you have cages or carriers to transport them and keep
them safe? Do you have someone to collect and look after your animals if you can’t get home?
Anyone else who might need help?
Are there any friends, family or neighbours who might need your help to get through an emergency at home or to
evacuate?
Useful contacts
Always dial 111 in an emergency. Think about your council’s emergency hotline, medical centre/doctor, landlord,
insurance company, power company, day care/school, work and family members.
Name: Emergency Services
Contact Details: 111
If we can’t get home
Our meeting place Where will you meet if you can’t contact each other and are separated when an emergency
occurs? How will you get there?
Who will pick up the kids?
If you are not able to pick children up from school, day care, afterschool care, etc., who will? Do they know?
Does the school / day care have their details?
If we can’t get hold of each other
Who will you check in with (someone out of town in case local phone lines are down)?
We will get updates by
How will you find the latest news/alerts? Which radio stations will you listen to?
Which websites and social media pages will you check?

Contact me: kevin453@gmail.com

- 24 -
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If we are stuck at home
Do we have emergency supplies
Food and drink for three days or more (for everyone including babies and pets)?
Torches, a radio, and batteries for both?
First aid/medical supplies? They don’t all need to be in one big box, but you may have to find them in the dark.
Make detailed notes on where these items are stored
Do we know how to turn off water, power and gas?
Only turn these off if you suspect a leak or damaged lines or if you are instructed to do so by authorities.
If you turn the gas off, you will need a professional to turn it back on.
Details on how to turn off the water, power and gas. Do we know how to turn off water, power and gas?
If we have no power
What will you need to do if there is no power? How will you cook, stay warm, see at night (do not use candles as they
are a fire hazard)? Do you have spare cash in case ATMs are not working? Do you have enough fuel in case petrol
pumps are not working?)
Make notes on what your household needs to do
If we have no water
What will you need to do if there is no water?
Do you have enough drinking water stored (three litres per person per day for three days or more)?
Do you have water for your pets? What will you cook and clean with? What will you use for a toilet?
Make notes on what your household needs to do
If we have to leave in a hurry
Do we have grab bags?
Does everyone have grab bags* in case you need to evacuate? At home, at work, in the car?
* A small bag with warm clothes, a torch, radio, first aid kit, snack food and water.
Make detailed notes on where the grab bags are stored
Where will we go?
Where you will go in case you have to evacuate? How will you get there? If you live near the coast, make sure it is
outside of all tsunami evacuation zones. Where will you stay if you can’t get back to your home?
Make detailed notes on where you will go and how you will get there
For more info on this go to https://getready.govt.nz/prepared/

Make a Plan PDF Template in English
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For

power outages:- Vector. https://www.vector.co.nz/personal/outages 0508 VECTOR (0508 832 867)
roading problems:- Auckland Transport https://at.govt.nz/about-us/contact-us/report-a-problem/ 09 355 3553
Water problems:- Watercare:- https://www.watercare.co.nz/Faults-outages (09) 442 2222 and press 1.
Auckland Council:- https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/report-problem/Pages/default.aspx Ph 301 0101
Fire & Emergencies:- Ph 111
Police:- Ph 111 or 105 or Mobile *555
Neighbourhood Support Local Area:- Laingholm.net – Freephone: 0800 007 008
Laingholm Baptist Church support, https://www.laingholmbaptist.org/ Ph. 09 817 4323
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Pest Free Laingholm
Monthly weeding bees
Join us and be a weed warrior in Laingholm!

Meet by 14 Western Rd for 2 hours of weeding

Sunday June 7th at 1 pm

Don’t bring food to share afterwards!
We are at Level 2!

Winter doesn't mean you can relax in the veggie garden with lots of tasks you can still do. So put on
your gumboots (check for creepy crawlies first), don some warmish clothes and get out and enjoy
that brisk, fresh air.
June is largely regarded as the month for planting garlic (the old mantra: plant on the shortest day,
harvest on the longest). Try planting elephant garlic for a bit of variety and remember that when you
plant garlic you are doing everyone a favour by keeping the vampires at bay (when did you last spot
a vampire?) Onions and shallots also don't mind the cold and the good old winter standbys of silverbeet, kale and spinach keep on giving, especially if you get the perpetual variety. Lettuce, mesclun and
rocket are hardy enough to cope with the winter weather as well as broad beans
which don't mind if it's a bit cold. Unfortunately slugs and snails love those
young plants so you need to be ready to deal to them either physically (grab
and squash), by companion planting or by using a commercial product.
June is a good month to prune roses and fruit trees but it's best to do this on a
dry day. Lift and divide root-bound plants such as asters and dahlias and pick
those early flowering winter bulbs. Then head inside with all your bounty, have
a hot shower or bath and enjoy the fruits of your labours.
The Lady Green-fingers
- 26 -
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The Cancer Society needs you
Every day, hundreds of people visit Auckland City Hospital for radiation treatment,
chemotherapy or both. Most of them have good support networks to help them get
there and back, but some don’t. For those people, the Cancer Society runs a
volunteer driving service to make sure people get to and from their treatment safely
and promptly.
The need for this service is continually growing, and the Cancer Society is in
desperate need of more drivers.
Can you help? The commitment can be as large or small as you wish. Most people
drive one return trip a week, but some do more. Patients come from all over, but
usually you would be driving people from the West Auckland area. A contribution is
available for petrol costs.
So if you want to perform a valuable and much-needed service for the community,
meet interesting people and visit bits of Auckland you have never seen before, call
Jacqui or Gretchen at the Cancer Society on 308 0496, or if you just want a chat, call
Tony Bacon on 814 9860.

Operation Possum Blitz
Possums are classified as a pest in New Zealand
They are destroying our forests and gardens
and eating our birds' eggs
Possums do not respect Alert Level 2!
Right now, they are seeking a cosy spot to over-winter!
Could be in your shed, garage or loft!
Please set your Timms Trap if you have a possum on your property.
Phone June on 817 8315 or Linda on 817 4338 for a Timms Trap
Email: op.possumblitz@hotmail.com $40 to purchase a Timms Trap
This is a voluntary project, supported by Biosecurity, Auckland Council
and is “Open all Hours”
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We hope you are getting back to some normal routines and that the museum will be reopened by
the time this is published! Here are some more musings from Sam (Basil) Fletcher…….
Continuing the story of The Karamatura!
Kaimatura the valley is called (Now known as Karamatura). Swift flowing and with a shed that rises
from its narrow course, the Karamatura could have been a good driving creek were it not for the
massive rock obstructions against which the logs were severely battered.
There are a number of these great pell mell jumbles of rock where the creek takes sudden drops on
its way down; one of the ugliest called “Hell’s Gate” by the timber men. Looking upstream from
where the Tom Thumb track crosses the creek, this conglomeration, with a perpendicular face
forming one bank, does visualize such a gateway!
Whites Creek is the tributary crossed by the path before it climbs Jacob’s Ladder to the top, where,
looking downstream through its rock faced bluffs, the Karamatura valley, in its wild beauty, sweeps
to easier contours to meet Huia Bay. This creek also had difficult falls in it so, to give the logs a better
passage, a cutting was navvied through to divert them into the Karamatura. Unfortunately, there was
nothing to break their fall down to the Karamatura and the logs where in such a damaged condition
it was abandoned. It was dubbed Foster’s Folly after Jack Foster who implemented it.

Lois Mould
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Te Rau o Te Huia

The Place
THE MOUNTAIN, now known as Mt Donald
McLean, at the head of the Marama valley at
Little Huia, was given the name Te Rau o Te
Huia by Maki of Te Kawerau in memory of his
home at Kawhia1.
Te Rau o Te Huia refers to the tail feathers of
the Huia bird, now extinct, but it has a wider
symbolic meaning of prestige and desirability,
which Maki conferred on the area. The Huia bird,
(Heteralocha acutirostris) unfortunately extinct
since the early 20th century, was the largest
species of New Zealand wattle birds, endemic to
the North Island. Prized by Maori for its beautiful
feathers, it was hunted to extinction in the 19th
and early 20th centuries, mostly for European
museums and collections. The cutting of New
Zealand's forests also hastened its demise as the
Huia bird required a complex forest system to
survive. Whether it was present in Huia Bay in
earlier times is not certain.
Until almost the middle of the last century, most
people called the bay Te Huia. With its rich
natural resources and sheltered position on the
Manukau Harbour, the area would have attracted
Maori from early times. The bay was full of fish,
Eels were abundant in the three major streams

entering the bays of Little and Big Huia (Huia,
Papakawau (Marama) and Kaingamaturi
(Karamatura) streams).
Shellfish also were an important food source
found here, and the fertile flat areas adjoining
the lower reaches of the Huia and Marama
streams are known to have been used for
growing kumara and taro.
The Huia valley was densely forested but with
cultivations in the lower valley. This valley was
also a source of totara trees for canoes2. Bruce
Hayward and John Diamond, in their
archaeological survey of the Waitakere Ranges
in the 1970s3 found considerable numbers of
middens, rock shelters, food pits, terraces and
cave shelters, and the remains of a pä on Te Kä ä
Maki (Jacky's Peak).
The top of this conical hill is intensively terraced
with a platform and twelve terraces inside the
outer defences. There are sheer cliffs on three
sides of the hill and on the fourth (western) side
is a ditch 2m wide and 4m deep. Inside the
defences are five pits and scattered shell
middens.

Looking west at Te Rau o Te Huia (Mt.Donald McLean) and Little Huia at left, 2015 Bruce Harvey Collection HSM:BH05
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Forty sites of previous Maori occupation in the
greater area of Te Huia, were found and there
are probably more sites yet undiscovered. If
Whätipu and Puponga are also taken into
account then there would be over 100 sites of
previous Maori occupation that have been
identified in recent times. A sample taken from
the base of a midden at Kaingamaturi
(Karamatura between Little Huia and Huia Bay)
was one metre thick, and consisted of
unstratified shell. It was radio-carbon dated at
1519 (present period) plus or minus 36 years4,
which indicates early habitation of the area.
The well-known peak across Huia Bay, variously
known as Te Komoki or Jacky's Peak, has had
it's name corrupted over time, as it was
originally named Te Kä- ä- Maki (The Fire of
Maki) by the famous Maori chief Maki during his
stay at Te Huia1. Kaitieke, the headland at the
southwestern end of Huia Bay refers to the
presence there of tieke or saddleback, but these
birds are now missing from this area of the
mainland5. Kaitieke is part of a wider
whakatauki (proverbial saying) referring to
Huia's rich resources from land and sea.
Kaitarakihi, the headland on the eastern side of
Huia Bay, refers to the abundance of fish in the

_
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area. Te Wharenga (the rock overhang) is the
name given to the landscape on the western side
of Huia Bay which is dominated by massive cliffs,
above the Kaingamaturi (Karamatura Valley)5.
Karamatura, the name now applied to the valley
and stream has also been corrupted from the
original Kaingamaturi 'the home of the deaf', a
name which tells a romantic legend: At one time
Te Akitai of Pukaki were fishing near Te Huia
and a young chief, Rangimaunu saw and fell in
love with Meke, daughter of Kawerau chief Te
Hawiti. He asked to stay at the Huia village to
learn net making from the famed Kawerau
weavers.
Unfortunately Meke had already been betrothed
to another and the elders became concerned at
the growing affection between the two and
ordered Rangimaunu to return to his people by
sunset.
Rangimaunu and Meke eloped into the bush and
despite searching could not be found. They had
hidden in a cave behind a waterfall and, when
they emerged to face Te Hawiti, they found they
had become deaf from the rumbling flow of the
water. The elders realised their love was
unbreakable and so agreed to the union of Meke
and Rangimaunu and that cemented ties
between Te Kawerau and Akitai Iwi6,7
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It wasn’t just Laingholm that the rain forgot – it
was most of New Zealand! It seems that the
West Coast (of the South Island, that is) had
enough rain for the entire country. Our food
producers have been struggling to keep crops
and stock fed and watered. And then along
came Covid-19 with the social distancing
requirements and shortage of temporary
overseas workers. A double whammy!

discarded drink bottle and whoosh, there could
have been a fire – like the one at the far end of
Kauri Point Rd in January.
And then there is the water supply. Laingholm is
on mains water, of course, and, as we turn on
the tap, we take the water that comes out of it
for granted. The water storage reservoirs are
not in ‘The Forgotten Suburb’ but, even if you
have not visited them, you will have seen images
in the news. We expect that “They” will supply
our water, but we do each have a responsibility
to conserve this precious resource. Very little
(only about 5% I believe) of our water needs to
be safe to drink. The rest flushes the toilet,
showers us, washes our clothes – and cars and
houses and driveways – and waters our gardens.
Watercare is giving us plenty of water saving
tips, but, hey, we’re on water meters. Save
water, save money.

Lower Huia Dam
In the ‘Forgotten Suburb’ the lack of rain was,
for the most part, a blessing. It made those
bubble-walks so much more pleasant and it
meant that mum, dad, the kids and the pets
weren’t all confined to the house for days on
end. So it was easy to forget the down side of
no rain.
For starters – the bush was very dry. Dry
vegetation – nikau and ponga fronds, branches
and leaves – has accumulated on the forest floor
and this material is very flammable. To make
matters worse, Auckland Transport were seen
weed-spraying the road edges just before
lockdown came into force. A stray cigarette (yes,
some people do still smoke!) or even a

Lower Nihotupu Dam
The rain has come, but we need a lot of it to fill
those reservoirs. In the meantime don’t let’s
forget to turn off the tap whenever we can.

Laingholm Local
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LITTLE SPACE BIG HEART

DRESSMAKER
DESIGNER AND
VINTAGE RECYCLED CLOTHING
OPEN Friday and Saturday 10am - 4pm
1 VICTORY ROAD LAINGHOLM
PHONE: 021 0286 6865
- 41 -
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As part of Auckland Council’s emergency budget deliberations board members were given a list of
options for offsetting predicted income losses and asked which were most acceptable, and if
members preferred a mixed option approach then what percentage they saw each option
contributing to overall savings of around 6%.
The options were 1 Cut costs. 2 Defer capital expenditure. 3 Sell stuff and 4 Increase rates.
My immediate reaction was to eliminate option three ‘sell stuff’, because I’ve seen council take this
option numerous times before and it usually backfires. Moreover, apart from the poor return from
selling in bad economic circumstances, selling assets (particularly land) robs our communities of
long-term opportunities and visionary scope. Before our present Covid-19 circumstances Panuku
Developments (council’s property CCO) was looking to sell 300 West Coast Road (the old Glen
Eden Borough Council Works depot), arguing this property was obsolete and no longer needed. I
felt this was short-sighted thinking, and still do despite councils worsening financial situation.
I think there is huge value in retaining this property, it could be strategic in alleviating Glen Eden’s
biggest problem: traffic. Addressing the triple transport conflict between rail, road and pedestrians
in the middle of the town centre is essential, and this property offers medium-term relief while we
wait for our rail line through Glen Eden to be trenched below road level, which will happen one day.
300 West Coast Road could facilitate a major rethink of Glen Eden’s constricted traffic flows (map
attached), as well as add much needed car parking for both shoppers and city rail commuters. I’m
not a traffic engineer, it’s not even my idea, it was suggested to me by one of the Glen Eden
Playhouse Theatre Trustees, but I think it has much merit and shows the visionary thinking which is
made easier when options are apparent. Council often speaks of the savings in repurposing stuff,
which is impossible when you no longer own it. Life always has challenges but we must not let
them limit our horizons.
I think increasing rates (above the level proposed pre-Covid) is counter-productive in the larger
scheme of things and so have put my cost saving preferences as;
Ken Turner
1. Defer capital expenditure; 2. Cut costs; based on a 50/50 split.
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Your Advertisement could appear here!
It would only cost you $27
!
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G
to reach 1900
BARhomes between

Titirangi and Whatipu
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WINTER WARMERS
FROM ADRIENNE PEEK

PAPRIKA HOT POT
700 grams Stewing steak - chopped
3 Onions - chopped
Salt & Pepper to taste
1 Bay leaf
Sprig of parsley
1 tablespoon of Paprika
3 cups of Stock or Water
Herbs to taste
500 grams Potato
Put everything in a crockpot and cook on high until
meat is tender (6-8 hours). You can add peas, carrots
or other vegetables if you want. Add topping such as
pepper if wanted.
Alternatively, you can brown the meat in a pan,
remove and brown the onions, return the meat to the pan and add the other ingredients. Cook for
an hour or until meat is tender.

APPLE OR FEIJOA STRUDEL
Pastry
2 cups of Flour
1 Egg - lightly beaten
About ½ cup tepid Water or Milk
¼ teaspoon of Salt
1 teaspoon of Lemon juice
25 grams of melted Butter
Mix to form a dough and leave for 30 minutes before rolling out to form an oblong length to cook in
a swiss roll or flat tin. You can also use a sheet of flaky ready rolled pastry.
Filling
25 grams of melted Butter
4 cooking Apples - peeled and chopped, or about 10 Feijoas peeled and chopped
1 teaspoon Cinnamon or Mixed Spice
4 tablespoons freshly toasted Bread Crumbs
½ cup of Sugar
2/3 cup of Sultanas
A handful of chopped Almonds
Grated rind of a Lemon
Mix all ingredients together and place in the middle of the pastry, leaving enough free on the sides
to roll up like a parcel. Bake at 160 degrees on fan bake for about 30 minutes.
- 46 -
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From Laingholm

ROUNDABOUT. Volume 5. No. 4 May 1970

~ ~ ~ THE WAY WE WERE ~ ~ ~
The following extract from ‘THE LAINGHOLM SCHOOL CENTRE PAGES’ of 50 years ago seemed to me to
be just as valid today as it was back then. And as we come out of a lock-down induced, close-encounter
with our children, it may be heartening for many to realise that their own parents had moments of selfdoubt about their parenting skills.
If you are interested in following up this article, you should know that it draws upon a book by Edith
Neisser called “How to Live with Children” and published in 1950 by S.R.A. Inc. You might start by asking
the Laingholm School Librarian: Fifty years ago, they held a copy! (Editor)

‘Living with Children’
We so often stress what young people need from adults that one
might sometimes erroneously be led to believe that anyone
responsible for the care of children ought to be ever-loving and
patient, asking nothing for himself. Let nobody imagine that
parents and teachers can find all their satisfactions in the job
of helping youngsters grow up, The most self-sacrificing parent or
teacher is not necessarily the best. There are times when you
inconvenience yourself - to put it mildly - for the sake of your
children. But essential to successful child-raising as parent and
teacher, is finding satisfaction in an adult life of your own.
Why? Because the relationship between a husband and. Wife; a
lively interest in a hobby or outside activity; a stake in some
civic or philanthropic project; and rewarding friendships of your
own are among the sources from which the emotional vitality needed
for teaching and parenthood are drawn. The more rich, deeply
satisfying experiences you have, the more you will be able to give
in the way of understanding, love, and wise discipline. It is safe
to say that anyone who finds pleasure in activities pursued for
relaxation, in an intellectual and spiritual life of his own, or
in a relationship with others, returns to young people refreshed.
If we can give and take, love and be loved, take our part in our
society, then our children and our pupils will be able to do so
too. Just because living with children is such an important job,
it can at times be a discouraging one. At the low ebb in our
relationship with children it may help to remember these
two_things:—
First, we can do the wrong thing in the right way and come out
pretty well, for it is not so much what we do, but how we feel
about what we do at any particular moment, that usually counts
most. The way in which we meet situations in our own lives, our
whole relationship with our children, influences them far more
than any special techniques for producing desirable behaviour.
Second, even though we may make some mistakes with our children we
almost always have another chance, for our relationship with our
children goes on from_day to day. It changes,grows, and takes new
shapes. That is why understanding and helping children grow is
difficult——and why it is so intensely exciting, challenging,
interesting, and for the most part, a rewarding job.
- 48 -
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COMMUNITY NOTICE BOARD
TRANSPORT TO MEDICAL FACILITIES

St John West Auckland Free Health Shuttle
(Donations welcomed to help cover costs)
Phone 0800 925 2672
For Waitakere Hospital or any West Auckland medical
related appointments commencing between 9.30 am and
1.15 pm - door to door service.
Hospital Shuttle
For Greenlane, Auckland and North Shore Hospitals
Phone 0800 809 342
Pick up and drop off at the Titirangi bus stops
MOBILE LIBRARY VISITS
Laingholm Baptist Church
1 Victory Road
Sunday Service time: 10 am
Youth: 6.45 - 9 pm, during term time.
Pastor: Simon Radford 09-817-4323
Youth & Children’s Pastor:
Alison Diprose 021 141-1483

1st December 2019
The Mobile Library makes a monthly visit
to Huia on the first Sunday of each month.
Huia (beside the store) 1.30 to 4.00 pm

WE NEED YOUR CANS
Your aluminium cans are useful to us
Please put them in the bin beside the
Laingholm Fire Station.

Other Activities
see http://www.laingholmbaptist.org/ministry/

The cans are recycled and the
money raised helps to fund
the Laingholm Fire Brigade’s
Medical First Response Work.

CLASSIFIED
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CLOTHING ALTERATIONS
Ladies, Mens, Mending, Repairs, 40 years
experience.
Anything considered.
Phone Annette 817 4505
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COMMUNITY NOTICE
SERVICES
EMERGENCY: Police, Fire, Ambulance
COMMUNITY CONSTABLE
HENDERSON POLICE STATION
LAINGHOLM FIRE STATION
HUIA FIRE STATION
ELECTRICAL FAULTS
WATERCARE
AUCKLAND COUNCIL

HALLS FOR HIRE
111
817 0040
839 0600
817 5475
811 8885
0508 832 867
442 2222
301 0101

HEALTH & WELL-BEING
TITIRANGI MEDICAL CENTRE
HEALTH NEW LYNN
INTEGRATED MEDICAL CENTRE
TITIRANGI HERBAL DISPENSARY
MEALS ON WHEELS
VILLAGE DENTAL CARE
TOUGHLOVE GROUP
AL-ANON FAMILY GROUPS
ANDREW PEGMAN (VETINERARIAN)

817 8069
827 8888
817 6772
817 7102
828 5812
817 8012
624 4364
0508 425266
816 9018

EDUCATION
LAINGHOLM PRIMARY SCHOOL
TITIRANGI RUDOLF STEINER SCHOOL

WOODLANDS PARK SCHOOL HALL
Phone 817 5140

LOOKING FOR A SPACE TO USE?
Beautiful facilities for hire. Laingholm
Primary School Hall and Community
Room are available for private or
community group use. Community Room
is $15 per Hour and the Hall is $40 per
hour.
Use of kitchen $8 per hour.
Phone School Office 817 8874

LAINGHOLM VILLAGE HALL
Refurbished and refreshed after a long
closure is now available for hire.
For details phone 817 9175

817 8874
817 4386

LAINGHOLM KINDERGARTEN
817 4372
LAINGHOLM PLAYCENTRE
817 3489
LAINGHOLM BREAKFAST CLUB
021 159 4540
WOODLANDS PARK BREAKFAST CLUB 021 159 4540
LAINGHOLM AFTERSCHOOL CARE
390 8828

HUIA HALL FOR RENT
Lovely environment, easy parking,
reasonable rates. Accommodates 100.
Contact: Huia Hall Managers 021 142
0563 or Email:
bookinghuiahall@gmail.com

COUNSELLING
LAINGHOLM BAPTIST CHURCH
CITIZEN’S ADVICE BUREAU

817 4323
0800 367 222
818 8634

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE
CARL HARDING , Funeral Celebrant
DAVE LAWRENCE
UNA RYAN, Marriage Celebrant
QSM

TED TURNER, (by appointment)
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811 8672
817 7026
021 304916
817 3073
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FOSTER BAY HALL FOR HIRE
The Huia Fishing and Family Club,
48 Foster Bay Avenue.
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Your company, big or small, could be
advertised in ‘The Roundabout’.
For as little as $23 a month we will carry
your message into 1900 households
between Titirangi and Whatipu.
See page 4 for details or contact
our advertising manager at
Plumpton
Family Collection HSM:PF08
<advs@theroundabout.org.nz>
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